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Private Credit: How Supply/
Demand Dynamics are
Shaping the Landscape
BA RIN G S CO N V E RS AT I O N S

This piece was adapted from an interview with Ian Fowler. The full audio
podcast can be found here.*
In this Q&A, Ian Fowler, Barings’ Co-Head of the North American Private
Finance Group, discusses the dynamics of each middle market segment—
including the style shift that is resulting from competitive pressures in
the space—and why he believes the traditional middle is the sweet spot.
*Full podcast URL: https://www.barings.com/us/institutional/viewpoints/is-there-style-drift-in-middle-market-lending
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Can you start by defining the middle market for us?

invest into larger and larger deals is actually graying the lines
with the broadly syndicated loan market—resulting in some

The middle market in the U.S. represents over 200,000

transactions that have loose covenants and weaker structural

companies that employ over 50 million Americans. As an

protection for investors. In the broadly syndicated market, that’s

investible asset class, S&P defines it as companies with less

not necessarily a bad thing, as investors have liquidity—meaning

than $50 million of EBITDA, whereas Reuters calls it those

they have the option to sell. But it is more troubling in the

with revenues or a loan facility size under $500 million. From

private lending space, where those covenants are extremely

a GDP perspective, the U.S. middle market would be the third

valuable, as they effectively give lenders a seat at the negotiating

largest economy in the world. So, as a whole, the middle market

table if a company runs into trouble. Given the style drift and

represents a significant growth engine for the U.S. economy. It

weakening structural protection in the upper part of the middle

also poses a particularly attractive opportunity for our clients,

market, we’re not seeing tremendous value there today.

because these companies often cannot directly access liquid
capital markets, and therefore they need private lending to raise

On the lower end, enterprise value risk is the main concern—

capital for investments.

because in the event of a default, the loss potential is greater simply
due to the lesser value of the companies in this space. They have

Can you describe the different segments of the
middle market issuer universe? And where do
you see the most value?

fewer levers to pull from a strategic standpoint—and while they do
have the structural protection that is lacking on the upper end,
it doesn’t do much good if the enterprise value is compromised.
The lower part of the middle market has also experienced

You can break it into three market sub-segments—the first

increased competition, as new entrants and/or managers that

being the lower end of the middle market, which we think of as

can’t hold positions over $100 million are pushed into the space

companies with $15 million or less of EBITDA. This equates to a

and often compete for deals there. This has resulted in spread

loan facility size of $5–25 million. The traditional middle market

compression and increased leverage levels, as too much money

would be companies with EBITDA between $15 and $40 million,

is chasing too few deals. In fact, spreads on transactions in the

which would mean loan facilities of under $100 million in size.

lower end of the middle market are only marginally wider than

On the upper end, we’re talking about companies with EBITDA

those in the traditional middle market—for what we perceive to

north of $40 million, probably up to about $75–100, with loan

be materially greater risk. So, if you’re an investor on the lower

facilities over $100 million.

end, you want to get appropriately compensated for the risk.
For us, that has generally meant focusing on the mezzanine part

On the upper end of the market, we’ve seen a continued strong

of the capital structure for these smaller companies, which is a

fundraising environment that has encouraged managers to

strategy we’ve been active in for multiple decades.

raise bigger and bigger funds. As these managers still need
to deploy capital over a specific period of time—often two or

Between spread compression and increased leverage on the lower

three years—there is a trend toward doing fewer deals of larger

end, and volatility on the upper end, we’re finding that stability is in

size, as opposed to more deals of smaller size. While that may

the middle. Spreads in the middle market have remained broadly

make some sense in terms of efficiency, it also introduces

stable in recent years, and leverage has been up slightly but not

potential style drift into the equation. In fact, the willingness to

materially, on average. So, for us, the middle is really the sweet spot.

“Between spread compression and increased leverage on the lower end,
and volatility on the upper end, we’re finding that stability is in the middle.
Spreads in the middle market have remained broadly stable in recent years,
and leverage has been up slightly but not materially. So, for us, the middle
is really the sweet spot.”
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“Anywhere that there’s fad risk, we avoid—because when we think
about middle market deals and the illiquidity that comes along with
them, we need to assume that we are holding an investment until
maturity. And we don’t want that to be mismatched with a cycle.”
From a sector perspective, are there areas of the middle market that you avoid?
Simply put, we tend to favor boring and defensive. 80% of defaults in the leveraged loan index are in sectors where
we don’t invest.1 We don’t invest in cyclical businesses like oil and gas, or mining. We don’t like restaurants or retail.
Essentially, anywhere that there’s fad risk, we avoid—because when we think about middle market deals and the
illiquidity that comes along with them, we need to assume that we are holding an investment until maturity. And we
don’t want that to be mismatched with a cycle.

Turning the discussion toward the current market, can you talk about the supply of deals
that you’re seeing?
Over the last two years, the supply of deals has been really attractive. In fact, if you look at 2017 in terms of new
issuance, it was a record year going back to 2007. What’s especially interesting is that 74% of the transactions were
new buyouts—as opposed to re-financings, which is positive because the terms on buyout transactions tend to be
more favorable for investors. Similarly, in 2018, new issuance set a record again, at 3% over the prior year. 2 So, the
point is that we’re continuing to see a robust pipeline of potential investments.
From a quality standpoint, we look at over 1,300 transactions a year, coming from deals we see with over 350
private equity firms—and we only close about 4–6% of them. Using that metric, in the last three years, we’ve closed
deals with over 140 different private equity firms. When you think about supply, you want to see the largest possible
opportunity set, but you also want to avoid adverse deal selection. It’s all about being in front of the line, in terms of
seeing the deals and having varied diversification in your origination sources.

What about the supply of capital? Have you seen any trends?
Over the last two years, over $350 billion of dry powder has been raised in North America, focused on buyout
funds—which means there’s about $800 billion of dry powder available today overall. 3 That is a lot of capital
searching for a home, and naturally when you have more capital chasing the same deals, you’re going to see some
spread compression and loosening of investor protection, as we discussed earlier, with respect to the upper and
lower parts of the middle market. But the supply of deals is not staying static either. We expect somewhere around
$550 billion of loans that will mature in 2023 and 2024. 2 Overall, we feel pretty good about the supply/demand
dynamics in the space, but as we discussed earlier, it’s hard to make broad generalizations across the entire middle
market, as the competitive dynamics differ so much across the size spectrum.

1. Source: S&P. As of December 31, 2018.
2. Source: Refinitiv. As of December 31, 2018.
3. Source: Preqin. As of December 31, 2018.
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Finally, how should investors consider this asset class in the late
stages of a credit cycle?
As we get closer to the next credit cycle, we’d encourage investors to do their homework
on the space. Underwrite a manager’s investment style—and make sure they are delivering
what they say they are. Make sure you understand where the risk (and returns) are coming
from. If a manager is promising a 10% return on senior debt—take a closer look at the
risk they are taking to actually achieve that number. Make sure you’re not overpaying for
beta—especially when it comes to senior debt. And underwrite the manager’s platform
itself: Do they have the ability to write a big check? Can they invest up and down the
capital structure? How competitive are they in the marketplace? Is there an alignment of
financial interests? Do they have diversified sources of funding to help withstand a cycle?
And have they been through economic downturns and credit cycles before?
The opportunity in middle market lending remains an attractive one, in our opinion.
But selectivity—at the investment level, and also the manager level—will become even
more critical for investors in the years ahead.
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Barings is a $317+ billion* global financial services firm dedicated to meeting the evolving investment and
capital needs of our clients and customers. Through active asset management and direct origination, we provide
innovative solutions and access to differentiated opportunities across public and private capital markets.
A subsidiary of MassMutual, Barings maintains a strong global presence with business and investment
professionals located across North America, Europe and Asia Pacific.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Any forecasts in this document are based upon Barings opinion of the market at the date of preparation and are subject
to change without notice, dependent upon many factors. Any prediction, projection or forecast is not necessarily
indicative of the future or likely performance. Investment involves risk. The value of any investments and any income
generated may go down as well as up and is not guaranteed by Barings or any other person. PAST PERFORMANCE IS
NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. Any investment results, portfolio compositions and or examples
set forth in this document are provided for illustrative purposes only and are not indicative of any future investment
results, future portfolio composition or investments. The composition, size of, and risks associated with an investment
may differ substantially from any examples set forth in this document. No representation is made that an investment will
be profitable or will not incur losses. Where appropriate, changes in the currency exchange rates may affect the value
of investments. Prospective investors should read the offering documents, if applicable, for the details and specific risk
factors of any Fund/Strategy discussed in this document.
Barings is the brand name for the worldwide asset management and associated businesses of Barings LLC and its global
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Sarl, and Baring Asset Management Korea Limited each are affiliated financial service companies owned by Barings LLC
(each, individually, an “Affiliate”).
NO OFFER: The document is for informational purposes only and is not an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale
of any financial instrument or service in any jurisdiction. The material herein was prepared without any consideration of
the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of anyone who may receive it. This document is not, and
must not be treated as, investment advice, an investment recommendation, investment research, or a recommendation
about the suitability or appropriateness of any security, commodity, investment, or particular investment strategy, and
must not be construed as a projection or prediction.
Unless otherwise mentioned, the views contained in this document are those of Barings. These views are made in
good faith in relation to the facts known at the time of preparation and are subject to change without notice. Individual
portfolio management teams may hold different views than the views expressed herein and may make different
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Barings makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, regarding the accuracy, completeness or adequacy of
the information.
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